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Our new website for the shows only is now taking shape, go check it out, thi-show.com. 

The donations website for the TPC and myself is still there on 

thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org A special shout out for Angela Efken who has been 

unwell recently and undergoing treatment, I am sure you will join me in wishing her a 

speedy recovery. There are two types of people now, the people who think their 

government has their best interest and the people who think. There is a number of themes 

to tonight's show, connect all the dots and add in the penultimate piece of tonight, and a 

picture emerges, lets see how many of you can create the picture. Why is Fedex storing 

thousands of boxes of body bags at, at least one of their facilities? As Biden admits they 

will have 600M vaccines to vaccinate just 300 Americans, oh dear, perhaps he went to 

John Hopkins as well. As the UK police reaches more NKVD like after they arrested a 

woman, without a warrant, forced entry into her home in front of terrified children, for 

the disgraceful crime of singing in the garden. As Police officers in Rochester, New 

York, handcuffed and pepper-sprayed a 9-year-old girl while responding to what a police 

official called a report of "family trouble" in an incident sharply criticized by city 

officials. Pepper spraying a 9 year old because she wouldn't put her feet in the car - this is 

more evidence of child thinking in an adult body, are you telling me a number of cops 

cannot control a 9 year old girl without pepper spray? They should all be fired as 

incapable of performing basic duties. As Jeff Bezos slides sideways and is replaced by 

Andrew Jassy, who is born in and born to and the takeover goes on unabated it seems. I 

was pondering a bit and this came to mind regarding all the tech censorship going on. 

"Today's pro-pagan-da is tomorrows his-tory lesson". With the world becoming digital, 

the clowns need to remove anything that is counter-narrative because it will live forever 

in their cloud. If they do not re-write it today, then a copy that is counter-narrative might 

survive and cause cracks in the mind virus. If this sounds like 1984, it is because it IS 

exactly that, but in digital form. And whilst our show can be seen as fairly brutal in it's 

content, we must out and highlight as many issues as possible, in a real way, sugar 

coating is for the unawakened or the barrier ladened awake people. Who are the barrier 

ladened awake people? the ones who seek saviors, mired in religious dogma, don't want 

to hear anything unless it's about politics, which is another savior program. Politicians 

and Government are substitute parents for those people, unable to look after themselves 

and demand the Government fix or help them. There is 330M people in this country, why 

cant we help and look after each other? 

 

I have been made aware of common law court company out of Scotland it appears, and 

having spoken to common law groups in the UK and they maybe tempted into this new 

monetary system as advertised by CLC company, The Common Law Court. The 

seducement is, it takes your money out of the system, you don't need banks or the state 

questioning or blocking your money. But a perusal into their website and was 
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conveniently bypassed by the presenter was, it costs 50GBP or $68 per month to have 

this account. It doesn't give what the exchange rate is to your currency, and most of the 

current stores that use Beepxtra are based in the Phillipines. Personally at this point I 

would give this a miss, 50 Quid a month to have an online cloud based account, that if the 

satellite or server goes down, suddenly you have lost all of your money. This is the 

equivalent to Bitcoin to me. 

 

The city of light more modern day is placed in Paris France, why is that significant to 

now. Two things, first you know how they love their symbolism, dates and placements? 

secondly the opening question of our we heading for another of the city of lights 

episodes? In 2024, The Olympic games will be held in the City of Light Paris France, is 

that a plan or a coincidence? Maybe the superb owl event this Sunday will reveal more. 

Here is another common sense question, with the country on lockdown, how is the superb 

owl event going ahead with spectators? 

 

Here is another warning or prediction to watch that is ahead of time. Very soon we are 

going to see a shift in the reported figures of Covid infections and or deaths, and the 

figures will start to go down rapidly. Why? because they cannot keep playing the fear 

game of where all going to die, whilst advocating the marvels of their vaccines. Next, 

will also come the shame and seducements of, we will re-open everything when enough 

have had the vaccine, forcing people to divide and conquer more on each other. It's funny 

how the ones who take the vaccine don't get abuse for doing so, yet the ones who decide 

for themselves do. It never happened over the flu vaccine, and with death figures globally 

not increasing as a pandemic would do, so why this one? Simple reason, it is a control 

and money harvesting exercise. 

 

Following the latest round of predictions out of the LifeForce group that didn't come to 

fruition, which I personally find sad, so is not a case of petty rivalry some are trying to 

make out. How long does failed predictions from any group carry on, before people 

realize their plans are just not working? How long do you wait for wait clubs and not take 

action ourselves? There has been an increase in back chatter and also the usual 

antagonists from the Life Force group recently, but also there has been a number of 

emails and private messages of Lifeforce members coming over to THI, due to several 

and varying complaints of how things are not working too well over there. One of the 

common themes or misconceptions that I will attempt to lay to rest now is, that I am 

quote, heart broken, hurt, a jilted lover or angry over the split, between myself and Kim. 

None of those apply to me, there was no relationship to begin with, it was a business 

transaction that was undertaken. I moved on 4 days after the split as I gave the security 

phone I bought for Kim's protection to Ava Cowan for free, I knew May 8th it was all 

over. I honored Kim's wishes to not go public or slander her in public as stated by email 

May 11th, and then she went public with it herself, with a twist to the narrative. I carried 
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on doing the work I was doing before I got hired by the Trust, and so for me, not much 

changed on a work basis. The reality is, Kim head hunted me for various skill sets and 

knowledge to work for her, under the banner of the Trust. Which not only put a bigger 

target on me, but also involved me leaving my job and girlfriend at the time, and 

uprooting from my home, and traveling over 2000 miles at a personal cost of several 

thousands of dollars. I then worked and supported Kim to the tune of several more 

thousands of dollars, whilst receiving no pay from the Trust for 4.25 years, only for one 

day with no warning or provocation to be fired from my position by Kim. I was fired by 

the Trustee, who then also for vindictive reasons decided to take my security clearance 

away, and put me in greater risk than I was previously, those are the actual facts of the 

matter. She decided that my replacement for that role would be Tank, and I will leave you 

all to judge yourself whether that was a good choice by the Trustee to make. To quote 

Tank, so basically I was fired from my job and deemed surplus to requirements, and that 

was the end of that. 

 

A number of Reddit users on the popular r/WallStreetBets forum have said they are 

planning to launch a coordinated effort to target silver as their next short-squeeze target. 

Posts encouraged individuals to use the IShares Silver Trust, the largest silver exchange-

traded fund, and carry out what one user called the “biggest short squeeze in the world". 

“Silver Bullion Market is one of the most manipulated on earth. Any short squeeze in 

silver paper shorts would be epic,” a user on Reddit’s WallStreetBets wrote. “We know 

billion banks are manipulating gold and silver to cover real inflation. Both the industrial 

case and monetary case, debt printing has never been more favorable for the No. 1 

inflation hedge Silver.” It came after purchases of hot stocks like GameStop, KOSS, and 

AMC were restricted by various platforms, sparking calls by members of Congress for an 

investigation into whether there was collusion by hedge funds and platforms like 

Robinhood. Robinhood CEO Vlad Tenev described that assertion in media interviews 

this week as a “conspiracy theory.” Tenev who was born in Bulgaria to parents who both 

worked for the rogue World Bank. Shares of video game retailer GameStop Corp have 

soared 1,625 percent since the start of January. Driving the rally are individual investors 

who said they have been stuck at home for the last ten months. Many have turned to 

online forums like WallStreetBets on Reddit and are buying the stock, some as a form of 

protest against hedge fund managers who wagered that it would fall. Good stuff it seems 

and if this is legitimate as one always has to wonder about this, as driving up prices of 

stock, only enriches those with them. There is lots of manipulated games going on with 

stock markets, and one hopes this move benefits the non rich people for a change. There 

is a danger though with silver, as JPM holds most of it, that they boost the asset base 

falsely for the benefit of JPM and also Goldman Sachs. This is what I was trying to 

achieve with the TPC committees, actionable activism, not citing Magna Carta's, Birth 

Certificates, Strawman accounts etc, not saying the latter two are not valid, but they are 

not practical or actionable items. We need to come together for actionable items, and this 
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is one example of how to attack their system without protests, which are designed for 

entrapment and violence.  

 

The Pelosi's buy stock approaching $1M of shares in Tesla Electric vehicles in the past 

month, and Biden signs the Executive order for all Government vehicles to be electric 

before 2025. Though Pelosi’s husband’s investment was legal, it has drawn scrutiny from 

critics who argue that members of Congress should not be allowed to trade individual 

stocks at all. The House Speaker is likely to play a key role in shaping U.S. clean energy 

policy, and the investment means Pelosi could stand to financially benefit from the 

success of one electric vehicle company, Tesla. The chances of the two not being related, 

which is insider trading, are about the same level as John Hopkins getting a maths 

equation correct. 

 

Full text of HR 127 released this week in summary from a reddit post. Full registration 

and database, Database information is open to anyone including all members of the 

public. Age 21+ to posses firearms. General license requiring psychological evaluation 

and 24hrs training, good for 3 years, 8hr training to renew. Military style gun license 

requiring another psychological evaluation and another 24hrs training, good for 2 years. 

Required insurance at $800 a year. Can't loan or give guns or ammo without notifying the 

Attorney General. Bans 50 calibre and larger ammunition Bans mag capacity of 11 or 

more (except rimfire tubes) Which means the police are exempt from said bans. Large 

fines and prison time for violation ($30-50k and or 15 years federal imprisonment) I have 

no complaints about the regulating of firearms, but with the system and people in 

lockdown, this has all the hallmarks of gun removal to me, the last 4 countries to remove 

guns resulted in millions of deaths to the native peoples. No doubt the training and 

license comes with more fees on a recurring basis, which is another attempt to fleece the 

public of monies, they don't by and large have. Who can afford $800 Insurance each 

year? will the $800 Insurance each year be applied to every cop? Expensive increase for 

the privately owned and for profit police departments if it is, and will that mean more 

fines will be imposed on the people to cover those costs? I had one call this week to try 

and garner support for the Peoples Movement, and I was treated to sleight of hand 

racism, dismissed as a flawed model, who didn't know the Constitution of this country, 

because I wasn't born here. The point is there are 4 Constitutions, so I asked which one? 

but where are these Constitutionalists on this subject? because despite me not being born 

here, I am aware of the right to bear arms. This bill does not deny that right, but is 

another deceitful way to limit guns to the people, just the same as the, we will not make 

vaccines mandatory, but will deny people jobs, flights, entry to bars, restaurants and 

shops without it. A majority will not be able to afford the Insurance, and that then turns 

millions of people into an overnight criminal, what a nice government we have in this 

country, and unlike me, you voted for that. 
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The only FBI official charged in the improper use of FISA warrants to spy on President 

Donald Trump, via campaign aide Carter Page got a slap on the wrist. Kevin Clinesmith's 

sentence was a year of probation, and community service.  Clinesmith worked at the FBI 

General Counsel’s Office (GCO) and was assigned to Crossfire Hurricane, the probe of 

Trump’s alleged ties with Russia during the 2016 election. In that capacity, he altered an 

email from the CIA that described Page as a source for the spy agency, to say he was 

“not” a source – enabling the FBI to request a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act 

(FISA) warrant against Page as a “Russian agent” – and, through him, spy on the Trump 

campaign, transition and presidency. Still think mass arrests will be administered? and if 

so, what use is a slap on the wrist? 

 

Donald J. Trump has abruptly parted ways with five lawyers handling his impeachment 

defense, just over a week before the Senate trial is set to begin, people familiar with the 

situation said on Saturday. Those departures include his lead lawyer, Butch Bowers, 

whose hiring was announced last week, a person familiar with the situation said. Four 

other lawyers who were reported to be joining, including Deborah Barbier, are also 

leaving, according to multiple people familiar with the situation. Back to the Apprentice 

show again of, you're fired. 

 

A family foundation linked to President Joe Biden's senior director for cyber policy on 

the White House National Security Council, donated more than half a million dollars in 

recent years to the main pro-Israel lobbying group in Washington, according to public 

records. The donations, first reported by David Corn of Mother Jones magazine, do not 

appear to pose a legal issue, but some current and former national security officials told 

NBC News, they risk creating the possible appearance of bias in favor of Israel by a top 

American official. While Israel is a close American ally, it operates in its own interest 

and aggressively spies on the U.S., including using cyber capabilities, current and former 

officials say. Other current and former officials disagreed, saying they do not think the 

donations pose a problem. The lobbying group, the American Israel Public Affairs 

Committee, or AIPAC, describes itself as a "bipartisan American organization that 

advocates for a strong U.S.-Israeli relationship." Most Republicans and many Democrats 

are closely allied with the group, while other Democrats are not. The official, Anne 

Neuberger, recently was named senior director for cyber policy on the National Security 

Council. She spent the last decade at the National Security Agency, the Pentagon's digital 

spying arm, where she worked her way up the ranks to become head of a newly created 

cyber security directorate. A spokeswoman for the National Security Council declined to 

answer detailed questions about the matter, saying, "As a senior NSC employee, Ms. 

Neuberger will abide by the Executive Order on Ethics Commitments By Executive 

Branch Personnel." Anne Neuberger, born in and born to. Israel has not and will never be 

an ally to any country, least of all America. They have used every country to rape, pillage 

and harvest the resources, funds, ideas and plans for their own ends, and the sooner 
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people in all countries see that as a fact, and deal with it, the better this world will 

become. 

 

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu will send Israel’s Mossad Chief Yossi Cohen 

to Washington next month, to meet with US President Joe Biden, in order to set Tel 

Aviv’s demands for reforming Iran’s nuclear deal. According to the Times of Israel broke 

the news, adding that Cohen, a trusted Netanyahu ally, would be the first senior Israeli 

official to meet with Biden and the chief of the CIA. General Yaakov Amidror, former 

head of the National Security Council, and very loyal to Prime Minister Benjamin 

Netanyahu, said “In a situation where the United States returns to the old nuclear 

agreement with Iran, Israel will have no choice but to act militarily against Iran to prevent 

it from manufacturing a nuclear weapon ”. In order to set Tel Aviv's demands? really, 

what about the demands of the global community to get off other peoples lands? What 

has the CIA got to do with American policy? why are they even attending? why are they 

sending Mossad agents and not government diplomats? 

 

California Governor Gavin Newsom has two potential challengers for governor, as a 

petition to recall him has gained at least 1.3 million signatures, then this happened. In a 

stunning reversal of almost a full year of devastating lockdowns that decimated 

California businesses, California Governor Gavin Newsom has decided to reverse them 

all and finally allow businesses to get back to work. Following on from Lori Lightfoot of 

Chicago and Cuomo of New York, the three cities we had mentioned would be collapsed 

with this new normal system. All three couldn't wait to impose lockdowns and 

restrictions, all 3 now seeing the pure folly of that with their ouroborus programs running 

rampant. What did these idiots expect to happen? no jobs and businesses equals less 

taxes, even the clowns at John Hopkins can manage that calculation. We ran a story that 

440k millionaires all left New York at the same time, did they know something in 

advance? if so, what? Americas cities, towns, roads and infrastructure was collapsing 

before this fake pandemic, it is heading towards a complete collapse now, and no one is 

appearing to see the total collapse of this country and act upon it. Our show warned they 

were going to collapse America, the country, the banks, the finances, the businesses and 

jobs 4 years ago, and no one has addressed the decline or come up with solutions, except 

this show and that is a major indictment of this country and those who call themselves 

leaders. 

 

Here is another indictment of the collapse of this country. The majority of Americans 

aged 17 to 24 are no longer fit for military service. "Approximately 71% of the 34 million 

17-to-24-year-olds in the U.S., would not qualify for military service because of reasons 

related to health, physical appearance and educational background, according to the 

Pentagon. According to a petition filed this week against any form of mandatory 

vaccinations. So, the Pentagon are now suffering due to their own ouroborus programs 
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linked with DARPA and experiments via drugs on the American people, now sees 7 out 

of 10 American children too sick for military service. Again, no one is looking at this 

atrocity either. 

 

The Homeland Security issued new directives on what they label Domestic Violent 

Extremists, and warned of there dangers. Their terminology predictably leaves much to 

be desired and in some cases somewhat reckless. Domestic Violent Extremists (DVEs) 

targeted individuals with opposing views engaged in First Amendment-protected, non-

violent protest activity.  DVEs motivated by a range of issues, including anger over 

COVID-19 restrictions, the 2020 election results, and police use of force have plotted, 

and on occasion carried out attacks against government facilities. Anger over Covid 

restrictions? that makes tens of millions now declared a Domestic Extremist, is that the 

way to treat or pay respect to the people who ultimately pay their wages? Everyone is 

entitled to be angry, but not use that anger for violence or property destruction, that is 

never the right way to go about anything. But these are people who haven't lost their jobs, 

homes and businesses and by and large don't wear masks either, what gives them the 

right to label people in such a demeaning manner? Threats of violence against critical 

infrastructure, including the electric, telecommunications and healthcare sectors, 

increased in 2020 with violent extremists citing misinformation and conspiracy theories 

about COVID-19 for their actions.  No mention of the two groups who carried 90%+ of 

that out, which means they are not targeting the real extremists. DHS remains committed 

to preventing violence and threats meant to intimidate or coerce specific populations, on 

the basis of their religion, race, ethnicity, identity or political views. This line pleased me 

the most as it means now that the DHS will be going after all the MSM platforms as they 

have exhibited all of the above mentioned issues. No? wishful thinking and common 

sense on my part, never appears to apply to these fascist like scripts do they, and therein 

lies the problem. This line of threats to intimidate or coerce specific populations based on 

their race and political views, is particularly ignorant of the facts that anyone white who 

supported Donald Trump is automatically a conspiracy theorist, racist, white supremacist 

and now declared a Domestic Violent Extremist. Well done the DHS, you have just 

denigrated along with the MSM over half of this countries people. Shameful. 

 

Jalina Porter, the newly named deputy spokesperson for the US State Department under 

the Biden administration. "The largest threat to US national security are US cops, not 

ISIS, not Russian hackers, not anyone or anything else. If ya'll don't wake up and rise up 

to this truth, the genocide against Blacks in America will continue until we are near 

extinct. That's not the world I seek to live in or create for myself and those around me." 

Factchecker statistics state none of those claims are correct, statistically each year far 

more whites are killed by cops, even allowing for the extra percentage of the whites 

population. The only difference is, the media and script writers don't highlight white 

deaths by cops, or Hispanic deaths by cops, like they do with black people killed by cops. 
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It is a mute argument based on no facts supporting it, and a lame excuse by the Hebrew 

Annunaki media to support racism between white, black and Hispanic peoples. This 

narrative is not about cops, it is all about the system promoting racism to divide and 

conquer the people. And people like Jalina Porter are paid agents to drive that division. 

 

Anti-vaccine protesters briefly forced officials to close the Covid-19 vaccination site at 

Dodger Stadium on Saturday, as hundreds of people waited in their cars to receive doses, 

Los Angeles Fire Department officials said. The fire department closed the stadium 

entrance for about an hour in the afternoon, while protesters attempted to enter the 

parking lot, where vaccinations were being administered. No one was arrested, but the 

Los Angeles Police Department deployed "a sufficient amount of officers" to the 

stadium, a spokesperson said. L.A. police also said that all vaccines would be 

administered despite the delay. Interestingly the faction based blog Veterans Today and 

in particular Gordon Duff chose to denigrate this action, and trying to turn peaceful 

protestors against medical based tyranny into an army of Trump, Proud boys and 

QAnons, essentially labeling them as domestic terrorists, yet curiously the real domestic 

terrorists Antifa and BLM is all ok. They apparently are free to destroy our towns and 

cities, and not be labeled in any derogatory way. Clownarse logic that to me. 

 

COVID BS: The Facebook Oversight Board announced it was overturning a previous 

case on the effectiveness of HCQ. Facebook’s previously removed a post on the use of 

hydroxychloroquine in France which it claimed, “contributes to the risk of imminent 

physical harm.” Today Facebook announced this was a mistake. How many hundreds of 

thousands of victims were killed due to Dr. Fauci, the CDC and the tech giants’ false 

claims on hydroxychloroquine? all to get at Trump. So, suddenly they are back tracking 

on hydroxychloroquine, I wonder why? Think about it, they hardly ever do common 

sense or back tracking, so why now? Could it be they have had time to weaponize it? 

ponder long and hard on that, your greatest pill or potion is your own immune system, 

their own figures proves that. 99.7% survival rate, vaccines 66-90% based on figures with 

low levels of amounts of testing, which makes those figures not a reliable basis for 

decision making. 

 

Israel says it is transferring 5,000 doses of Covid vaccine to immunise frontline 

Palestinian health workers. Israel has one of the most advanced vaccination programmes 

in the world, but Palestinians in the occupied West Bank and Gaza have yet to see one. 

UN experts say Israel has a responsibility for vaccinations there. Israel says that is not 

part of agreed protocols and it has not received any requests from the Palestinians. If I 

was a Palestinian I would not be requesting anything off them either. The only requests 

valid is, get off of our land and build peaceful relations. Israel has recorded some 640,000 

Covid cases since the pandemic began, and just over 4,700 deaths, Johns Hopkins 

University research shows, well that's fake then for a start. There have been almost 
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160,000 cases in the West Bank and Gaza, with 1,833 deaths, the research shows. Does 

anyone ask the common sense question as to why Israel appears to have no one in their 

country to add up cases and deaths? Israel's special deal with vaccine supplier Pfizer - 

Israel is providing vital medical data in return for a quick rollout - has helped it to 

become the country that has inoculated more people per head of population than any 

other. No surprise there, wherever there is skullduggery and money to be made, the group 

that runs Israel and America are never short of being in the frontline of those actions. 

 

"Under a freedom of information act filed in Scotland, the Forth Valley health board were 

asked the question of the detailed breakdown figures of deaths in the region. Deaths 

including related to Covid. Under 1 = 4, 1-14 = 2, 15-45 = 123, 46-64 = 536, 65-74 = 

671, 75-84 = 1105, 85+ = 1295 Deaths solely down to Covid confirmed or suspected. 0-

44 = 0, 45-64 = 5, 65-74 = 3, 75-84 = 4, 85+ = 8. So there we have it and the whole of 

Scotland lockdown due to 20 deaths, some of which were only suspected of having 

Covid. 

 

My wife was in the States for work; she left 4 days ago. There were precautions she 

needed to take in order to travel safely. Canada introduced a rapid test program in 

December which made traveling safe and easier during the 'pandemic'.  She was free to 

travel as long as she had a negative test before she left for the states, and another one 

before she came home. Canadian airlines will NOT let you board if you do not produce a 

negative result before boarding. She produced her negative result before boarding the 

flight home tonight on January 28th, 2021. She arrived in Calgary tonight and when she 

got there she was greeted by a Police Officer and an AHS official. They rejected her 

results and told her she needed to go immediately to an isolation facility. She was told if 

she resisted she would be arrested, she called me, and I immediately asked to talk with 

the officer. I talked with both a Police Officer and the AHS official, they reiterated what 

she had said to me. I asked for the address of where she would be, they said they could 

NOT give me the location address as it was confidential. I asked for their names, again 

they would not give me any information or their names. They would NOT give me any 

information on where they were taking my wife. She was not allowed to get her vehicle 

from the airport; she was immediately put in a white van surrounded by police escorts 

and taken to an unknown facility, that is under full surveillance and has security at every 

entrance and exit. You can imagine I am barely keeping myself together, wondering what 

in the world has happened in our country in what seems to be overnight. Our rights are 

slipping right before our eyes and our freedoms are being stripped, It's time to wake up. 

Harrowing story and what is unfolding before our eyes, yet too few are willing to 

combine and fight back it seems. I warned of all this a long time back, and find it sad it is 

now unfolding. 
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During the second week in January, 23 people tested positive for the flu in the United 

States. More than 14,657 tested positive for the flu during the same time last year, before 

the corona virus pandemic took hold. Lynnette Brammer, who leads the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention Domestic Influenza Surveillance team. " It's crazy, this is 

my 30th flu season, I never would have expected to see flu activity this low." For the 

week ending January 16, the CDC reported low or minimal flu activity in almost every 

state and territory. Last year, flu activity was high in 44 states that week, plus Puerto Rico 

and New York City, only one state, New Hampshire, had minimal flu activity. Doctors 

and health experts say the large number of people who got flu vaccines leading into this 

year's flu season, combined with social distancing and other measures designed to help 

slow the spread of COVID-19, are likely contributors for the steep drop. What utter 

bullshit, and here is why, so they say social distancing and masks have prevented a flu 

increase, but is unable to prevent Covid increase? what jackass logic is that? A reduction 

of 14,624 people less getting flu, what a magic virus that is. I call for the Covid virus to 

be named as the Time person of the year and be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for 

services to medical research, for it's ability to overcome a disease that all the global 

medical researchers despite billions in funding, were unable to come up with a cure for 

flu. But covid has, what a remarkable innovation that is, it also cured the money shortage 

problem, it also cured the shortfall in the pension scheme, it also cured lazy people from 

doing jobs, it also cured people from having to run their own businesses, it also cured 

useless eater going to bars, restaurants, sports games, the gym, the beach and walking 

their dog. One hopes with the second strain of it, it will be able to cure things that hasn't 

been fixed yet, it never cured lunatic experts, it never cured defunct governments, it never 

cured greed based medical people, it never cured organized racism and most importantly 

it never cured the lack of common sense either. 

 

EXPOSE: Merck is shutting down development of its corona virus vaccines after clinical 

research produced disappointing results, the drug maker said Monday. Early-stage studies 

found that Merck’s two experimental shots, produced immune responses that were 

“inferior” to those generated by other COVID-19 vaccines, the company said. The 

vaccine candidates also provoked immune responses weaker than those seen, after 

someone is naturally infected with the virus, even though the shots were “generally well 

tolerated,” according to a Merck news release. After someone is naturally infected, does 

that mean in some cases they were artificially infected? oh my. Perhaps an up and coming 

blockbuster show will reveal more on that. Merck said it will now focus its anti-pandemic 

efforts on researching and producing two COVID-19 treatments that it has in the pipeline. 

The New Jersey-based pharma giant reached a $356 million deal to supply the US 

government with one of those drugs, known as MK-7110, which has been shown to 

reduce hospitalized corona virus patients’ risk of death, or respiratory failure by more 

than 50 percent. An MK drug now, all very MK Ultra that to me, given Merck were 

involved in human experiments before and during WW1 and WW2, and their proximity 
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to Montauk. Merck is also conducting clinical trials for an antiviral drug known as 

Molnupiravir, which is being developed in collaboration with Ridgeback Bio.  Ridgeback 

Bio are under investigation for misleading evidence of their vaccines and drugs, and 

attempting to attain $100M funding from BARDA. The lead people of Ridgeback Bio are 

both former hedge funds managers, which shows again of advanced knowledge and 

money making opportunities to be made, by those on the inside of this scam. Those 

studies are expected to wrap up in May, and data on the drug’s effectiveness should be 

available in the first quarter of this year. Merck was working on a one-dose corona virus 

vaccine like the one developed by Johnson & Johnson, which is expected to ask the feds 

to clear its shot for emergency use in the coming weeks. Johnson and Johnson produced 

one with only 66% safety rating. One of Merck’s vaccines used a so-called virus to 

deliver the corona virus spike protein to the body and provoke an immune response. The 

one they used was, Vesicular stomatitis virus that can infect insects, cattle, horses and 

pigs. Common sense question again, what have those animals got to do with humans? and 

if they are using that virus to boost the immune system, the great question is, why didn't 

they use the corona virus to boost the immune system? The company used the same 

technology in its Ebola vaccine, which was the first of its kind approved for use in 

humans. Merck’s other vaccine candidate used a measles virus as a Trojan horse to 

trigger an immune response to COVID-19. 

 

The global vaccination project against the COVID-19 pandemic of the World Health 

Organization called COVAX, has ended up in the hands of Bill Gates, who is also a 

leading investor in 4 of the major multinationals pharmaceutical manufacturers of 

vaccines (BioNTech, GlaxoSmithKline-GSK, which also controls 68% of Pfizer’s 

commercial branches in Italy and other parts of the world, and finally ModeRNA). In 

practice, the self-styled maniac of vials and syringes is raising millions of dollars from 

nations and foundations around the planet, to allow them to buy antidotes sold by the Big 

Pharma cartel at a controlled price. For a project of global immunization that to all intents 

and purposes, details a very certain and profitable business for the shareholders (the same 

speculative investment funds of the Lobby of Weapons), all whilst it is not known what 

genetic or pathological effects it could have on the world population. The conflict of 

interest is so macroscopic and shameless, that the Sputnik International network, funded 

by the Moscow government, and obviously more interested in cheering on the Russian 

Sputnik V vaccine already purchased by 23 nations, called COVAX “syndicated” 

showing the sensational connections not only with Gates, but also with the bulk of the 

multinationals he controls. COVAX CEO is Aurélia Nguyen, a likely descendant of the 

Vietnamese noble lineage, who has also undertaken research for WHO on generic drug 

policies. She is a certified accountant and has a Masters in Health Policy, Planning and 

Funding from the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine and the London 

School of Economics. From 2011 to 2020, before the establishment of COVAX under the 

auspices of the WHO, she worked as a manager for Gavi Alliance, an NGO founded in 
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1999 with 750 million dollars by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which has so far 

invested about 4 billions of dollars for the global immunization projects carried out, 

thanks to the vaccines sold by the companies controlled by Gates in the usual whirlwind 

of conflicts of interest. But before joining Gavi in 2011, Aurélia Nguyen held a number 

of positions within GlaxoSmithKline, where she led the development of GSK’s policies 

on access to drugs and vaccines in the developing world. GSK, which will increase its 

revenues thanks to the Comirnaty messenger mRna vaccine produced by Pfizer (its 

subsidiary) with BioNTech, the German company financed by Gates with 55 million 

dollars. The company that has seen its earnings grow in Italy, thanks to the pilot project 

of 12 compulsory vaccines in schools, promoted by the Global Health Security Agenda 

created by former President Barack Obama, of which Gates was the main political donor, 

as Pfizer instead supported the candidacy of Joseph Biden. Despite these shady business 

intrigues, the World Health Organization, funded with nearly one billion Euros from the 

Gates foundation, which sponsored the appointment of Ethiopian Tedros Adhanom 

Gebreyesus as director general, has allowed the global vaccination project to be carried 

out. From the Gavi Alliance together with CEPI (Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness 

Innovations), another NGO founded by Gates and presented in Davos in 2017. As you 

can now see this is a total money exercise, and a chance to do public research on a mass 

scale, some people will make it, some will suffer mildly, some will suffer badly and some 

will die. But the bottom line is to these people is, they don't care as they are all on kick 

backs and will increase their bank balances. I think this is an example of one person on a 

call I had recently, where it stated we need free enterprise, free enterprise does not 

involve governments, and neither does this. Free enterprise allows people with bargaining 

power to gain unfair advantage, with governments now in the pockets of these big cartel 

ring of companies, it's new boss same as the old boss with even more stringent measure 

working against the people. This is on a par with 100 years ago with the energy 

companies drain and control of all markets, you know what happened at the end of that 

decade don't you? We need people to be considerate of others, need not greed for this 

type of harvesting practice to end, but according to that individual, need not greed, caring 

and sharing, cooperative not comparative or competitive is a flawed model. Nope, it is a 

new basic common sense model, it is the people who are flawed. Given Gates is at the 

center of all of it, at which point will the people turn en masse against Gates? The world 

is being taken over by vulture capitalists in a free enterprise system, and one group thinks 

that is the way forward. Says much about the lack of knowledge and research applied, 

and another example of the flawed model of liberalism. 

 

Are state governments and private employers about to mandate COVID-19 vaccines? 

There are many opaque current and future legal issues around COVID-19 and the 

measures to contain it. Fortunately, because the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines are 

emergency use products, and as such, not fully licensed, the law is clear: States may not 

mandate the vaccines, and private entities do so at the peril of violating federal law. The 
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law governing vaccines approved for emergency use. For the time being, there are only 

two COVID-19 vaccines available in the United States: the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine and 

the Moderna vaccine. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has issued them 

both Emergency Use Authorizations (EAU) but not yet full vaccine licenses. New York 

State Assemblywoman Linda Rosenthal recently proposed a bill to mandate COVID-19 

vaccines, but she apparently neglected to consult federal law on emergency use 

authorization. Linda Rosenthal born in and born to. “Emergency Use Authorization” 

means that any product with this designation must be voluntary. Under 21 U.S.C. § 

360bbb-3, “Authorization for medical products for use in emergencies”: (ii) Appropriate 

conditions designed to ensure that individuals to whom the product is administered are 

informed. (I) that the Secretary [of Health and Human Services] has authorized the 

emergency use of the product; (II) of the significant known and potential benefits and 

risks of such use, and of the extent to which such benefits and risks are unknown; and 

(III) of the option to accept or refuse administration of the product, of the consequences, 

if any, of refusing administration of the product, and of the alternatives to the product that 

are available and of their benefits and risks. Under federal preemption doctrine, this 

federal EUA law trumps state law, meaning that states and municipalities may not 

mandate EUA products. As the FDA states: “FDA believes that the terms and conditions 

of an EUA issued under section 564 preempt state or local law, both legislative 

requirements and common-law duties, that impose different or additional requirements on 

the medical product for which the EUA was issued, in the context of the emergency 

declared under section 564 … In an emergency, it is critical that the conditions that are 

part of the EUA or an order or waiver issued pursuant to section 564A — those that FDA 

has determined to be necessary or appropriate to protect the public health—be strictly 

followed, and that no additional conditions be imposed.” This was also confirmed in 

August 2020 at a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published meeting of the 

Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices, where its Executive Secretary Dr. 

Amanda Cohn, stated (@1:14:40): “I just wanted to add that, just wanted to remind 

everybody, that under an Emergency Use Authorization, an EUA, vaccines are not 

allowed to be mandatory. Amanda Cohn is also Jewish, some people will say that is racist 

to keep pointing it out, but after the Rosenthal interview in FRWL Plus 4 and 5, we are 

right to have concerns of why they are in every top position deciding on public policy, 

that never seems to benefit public policy. They told you anti-semitism was a meme and 

guilt based theme deliberately brought in to stifle people questioning their motives. So, 

early in this vaccination phase, individuals will have to be consented and they won’t be 

able to be mandated.” Governors may not mandate EUA vaccines, or EUA tests for 

COVID infection. States cannot override federal law or set up their own mandatory 

scheme. See for example, Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly, 533 U.S. 525, 570-71 (2001), 

which overturned a state public health law because it was already the subject of a 

comprehensive federal scheme to manage public health, and Department of the Navy v. 

Egan, 484 U.S. 518, 530 (1988). For more information on state and local law, see the 
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Emergency Use Authorization Toolkit from the Association of State and Territorial 

Health Officials. What about private employers? A private party, such as an 

employer, school or hospital, cannot circumvent the EUA law. For example, this Fact 

Sheet approved last month by the FDA for the Pfizer vaccine states: “It is your choice to 

receive or not receive the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine. Should you decide not 

to receive it, it will not change your standard medical care.” The previously referenced 

section of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act governing medical products 

approved for emergency states that the FDA-approved fact sheet must state “the 

consequences, if any, of refusing administration of the product.” Nowhere in the fact 

sheet does it specify that a person may be fired from their employment, denied education, 

disciplined or otherwise discriminated against for refusal. With that said, the law on 

private entities is likely to be litigated. Even the most ardent advocates for COVID 

vaccines acknowledge that, employer mandates would be “problematic” and would likely 

lead to litigation. One of the initial issues in litigation would be that EUA law applies to 

“a person who carries out any activity for which the authorization is issued.” While this 

phrase plainly refers to healthcare workers, i.e. those who vaccinate the public, it can also 

refer to anyone who participates in the EUA activity, such as employers requiring the 

product (see e.g., reference below to private employers as “program planners”). The FDA 

even applies the term to those that advertise the product. So courts are likely to find that 

EUA law covers employers carrying out their own vaccination requirements, as well as 

states and municipalities. But what if a private employer stubbornly refuses to heed the 

EUA law, and attempts to require its employees to get EUA vaccines anyway? 

Employers are likely to lose if challenged in court for the above-stated reasons, and also 

because the FDA did not issue an Emergency Dispensing Order to even attempt to 

circumvent EUA requirements. Indeed, the EUA law preventing mandates is so explicit 

that, we found only one precedent case regarding an attempt to mandate an EUA vaccine, 

and the court held that the vaccine could not be mandated, even to people in the military. 

In Doe #1 v. Rumsfeld, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5573 (D.D.C. Apr. 6, 2005). In that case, 

six soldiers challenged the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), which at the time 

mandated EUA anthrax vaccines, often leading to what has been called Gulf War 

Syndrome. Six soldiers sued DOD to refuse vaccination and won. A federal court held 

that because the anthrax vaccine was an EUA product, the soldiers had the right to accept 

or refuse vaccination. It’s a solid precedent showing that because a federal court upheld 

soldiers’ rights to decline EUA vaccines, it’s likely that courts would uphold employees’ 

rights to refuse EUA vaccines as well. The FDA Fact Sheet for the Pfizer-BioNTech 

COVID-19 vaccine states: “It is your choice to receive or not receive the Pfizer-

BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, should you decide not to receive it, it will not change 

your standard medical care.” In other words, people cannot lose healthcare coverage for 

refusal. But again, what if a private employer mandates EUA vaccines anyway? Official 

statements suggest that the employer might lose liability protection against damages from 

vaccine injury. According to the Congressional Research Service, private businesses are 
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subject to civil liability unless they “acted consistent with applicable directions, 

guidelines, or recommendations by the Secretary, regarding the administration or use of a 

covered countermeasure” [and] “private businesses may qualify as ‘program planners’ 

(and thus covered persons) when performing certain functions).” EUAs for past medical 

emergencies are instructive. In 2009, when the Secretary of the U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services (HHS) declared the H1N1 virus emergency, the FDA 

authorized the emergency use of the drug Peramivir IV. The fact sheet stated that the 

healthcare provider should communicate to the patient: The Secretary of HHS has 

authorized the emergency use of Peramivir IV, which is not an FDA approved drug. The 

patient has the option to accept or refuse Peramivir IV. The Informed Consent Action 

Network’s legal team is offering to help individuals challenge employers or schools that 

are requiring COVID vaccinations. I don't believe at this point they will make it 

mandatory but, they do stealth mandatory practices like, you can't fly, go to a public 

place without the vaccination, Is still forcing people to have it. If we go to a cashless all 

crypto you will have no option but to receive their poisons. This is a very good piece by a 

common law group and despite my efforts to combine them all together as one force, 

sadly their egos, comparative and competitive mindsets often leaves them all pissing in 

the wind. 

 

Why isn't it blackmail to refuse to allow people to fly unless they get vaccinated? that is 

where all common law groups need to get together and act and target those companies. 

 

Last week we did a fairly long expose of gene therapy and the implications of modifying 

insects and various others, of what they class as invasive species, but potentially humans. 

The issue I have with so called invasive species is, these same research centers were 

mainly responsible for bringing in many of the said invasive species, particularly in this 

country. Various strains of mosquito, African killer bees, which were stated as being 

accidentally released, there has been several varying claims of that nature, and perhaps 

too many to be a coincidence. Having said that, other examples of introducing have 

worked in America and other regions. It may come as a great surprise to many 

Americans, but for example, soybeans, kiwi fruit, wheat and all livestock except the 

American Bison and the turkey are non-native species to North America. Collectively, 

non-native crops and livestock comprise 98% of US food. This report is on the Zika 

Virus, but first some background to it. I did highlight it as a potential global event some 6 

years back on Cosmic Voice, as it was the original version of a global pandemic 

deliberately engineered by the clowns. Stated to be a global event in 2017, that was 

largely stopped by the hidden war those goes on behind the scenes of the public glare. 

This was the zombie virus, and why tv, movies and alt media had a heavy focus on that 

topic 6-7 years ago, it is called seeding the public, and also telling you what they are up 

to, sadly too few are able to decode those clues. That "event" was stopped 5 years ago, 

but they came back again and started a new one, based on a common cold, aligned with 
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some frequency based technology, add in nanotechnology as well, to worsen conditions. 

Throw in the fear based media, add a sprinkling of John Hopkins maths, and a full blown 

pandemic, that is littered with opinion, but short on any facts, proving it's veracity, and 

here we are today replete with Milgram experiment people, bots and levels of stupidity 

that makes a mockery of what it means to be an intelligent advanced species. Zika virus 

(ZIKV) is a rare virus that received huge attention around 2015-2016, when the WHO 

declared it a "Public Health Emergency of International Concern" when some 

government advised women to "postpone getting pregnant until more is known about the 

risks". While the disease often causes no or only mild symptoms, similar to a very mild 

form of dengue fever, the most noticeable claim with the pandemic, is a mother-to-child 

transmission during pregnancy, leading to microcephaly (small brain) in babies. The 

vaccines in the process of being approved include an RNA vaccine from Moderna, and a 

DNA vaccine permanently altering the DNA of every recipient. There have been claims 

of general misdiagnoses, where environmental pollution and other diseases often were the 

real causes for the microcephaly. For example, the use of pesticides in Brazil grew by 

more than 162 percent from 2000 to 2012, and these were more powerful, stronger 

pesticides. The diagnosis relies on PCR-tests, a method that was misused during the 

Covid-19 situation a few years later to deceptively inflate number of cases. Zika is a 

member of the virus family Flaviviridae. It is spread by daytime-active Aedes 

mosquitoes, such as A. aegypti and A. albopictus. Given that history tends to repeat itself 

like a loop, the naming of those mosquitoes called aegypti should not be lost on bible 

people, I think they spoke of the plagues in aegypti did they not? That is not biblical 

prophecy, but a written and repeated plan. Its name comes from the Zika Forest of 

Uganda, where the virus was first isolated in 1947. ZIKV is related to the dengue, yellow 

fever, Japanese encephalitis, and West Nile viruses. Since the 1950s, it has been known 

to occur within a narrow equatorial belt from Africa to Asia. From 2007 to 2016, the 

virus spread eastward, across the Pacific Ocean to the Americas, leading to the 2015–

2016 Zika virus epidemic. While there is no specific treatment, paracetamol 

(acetaminophen) and rest may help with the symptoms. As of 2016, the illness cannot be 

prevented by medications or vaccines, interesting and no particular reason given as to 

why. ZIKV can spread from a pregnant woman to her baby. This can result in 

microcephaly, severe brain malformations, and other birth defects. ZIKV infections in 

adults may result rarely in Guillain–Barré syndrome. In January 2016, the United States 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) issued travel guidance on affected 

countries, including the use of enhanced precautions, and guidelines for pregnant women 

including considering postponing travel. Other governments or health agencies also 

issued similar travel warnings, while Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, 

Ecuador, El Salvador, and Jamaica advised women to postpone getting pregnant until 

more is known about the risks. In 2012, a few years before the 2016 epidemic, the UK 

company Oxitec released genetically modified mosquitoes into the wild. The GM 'sterile' 

mosquitoes, were intended to tackle the spread of dengue fever and malaria, were 
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released in Brazil, Malaysia, India and the Cayman Islands, aiming to wipe out as much 

as 80 per cent of the Aedes aegypti species, which are the primary carrier of Zika. The 

company had developed a male mosquito named OX513A, programmed to die before 

adulthood unless it was grown in water that contained the antibiotic tetracycline. Batches 

of the sterile OX513A would be allowed to live and mate with females; however, their 

male and female offspring would inherit the "kill" programming and die, thus limiting 

population growth. A few years later, there were claims the genetically modified 

mosquitoes could have sparked Zika outbreak, the company denied the allegations. 

Oxitec will also release over 750 million genetically modified male mosquitoes into the 

Florida Keys in 2021 and 2022. The plan received final approval from local authorities in 

August 2020, against the objection of many local residents and a coalition of 

environmental advocacy groups. The mosquito also won federal approval to be released 

into Harris County, Texas, beginning in 2021. The US program is a second generation of 

technology. The new male mosquito, OX5034, is programmed to kill only female 

mosquitoes, with males surviving for multiple generations and passing along the 

modified genes to subsequent male offspring. GMO mosquitoes may have sparked the 

outbreak, oh my, and Florida and Texas to release more of them? There is a complete 

lack of oversight to what goes on in research centers, many of which are owned or 

control by military or agencies, neither which exist to live in peace, and if we are to 

progress as a species, that oversight needs to be added with common sense based people 

based only for the benefit of the people, and not some bio warfare centers funded large by 

Hebrew Annunaki bankers. 

 

Dozens of ultra-Orthodox passengers refused to wear face masks throughout a United 

Airlines flight from New York to Israel that landed last week, ignoring repeated requests 

by fellow passengers and staff. Traveler Tali Tenenbaum described the flight that landed 

on Friday as traumatic, saying passengers tried to stay away from the “corona virus 

breeding ground” by going to the bathroom to drink, and couldn’t eat or sleep. There 

have been multiple instances of violations of corona virus regulations among some 

sectors of the ultra-Orthodox community, in both Israel and the United States. Sunday 

saw fierce clashes in Israel between police and ultra-Orthodox rioters or protestors, in a 

number of cities as cops attempted to enforce health rules. Notice all protestors now are 

labeled as rioters, more examples of seeding the non thinkers brains with clichés to 

repeat. These people are called the Haredis, but who are the Haredis? Well, they are 

much maligned within Israel and also New York, fiercely independent, fiery in 

opposition and appears to be deemed a lower class peoples within the Jewish community. 

In a recent poll conducted by the Mossad led media in Israel, 52% of the public didn't 

want Haredi politicians in the government anymore. There has been much violence and 

angry protests in Israel, that rarely gets covered in the outside world, and the Haredi 

Judaism, Hasidic Judaism, and Orthodox Judaism are all names for different religious 

movements within the Jewish faith. The three can be looked at as a family, with Haredi 
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Judaism existing as a subset of Orthodox Judaism, and Hasidic Judaism existing as a 

further subset of the subset. The difference is really one of specific beliefs, and a matter 

of degree, rather than any sweeping large generalization. All three sects agree on the 

importance of God's word and laws, but they choose to adhere to those laws in slightly 

different ways. Orthodox Judaism is largely defined by a firm belief that the Torah, and 

the laws contained within it are of divine authority, and therefore should be subjected to a 

strict interpretation and observance. Members believe that the Torah comprises the laws 

that shall govern, the covenant made by God with the Children of Israel. Orthodox 

Judaism is a large branch of Judaism, and until fairly recently, most Jews could be said to 

be Orthodox. It wasn't until the Reform movement that large numbers of Jews departed 

from more traditional Orthodox teachings. Reform Jews, who focus on the concept of 

ethical monotheism, believe that only the ethical laws of the Torah are binding. 

Additionally, they believe that other laws, like those laws in the Talmud, were products 

of their time and place, and so it was not necessary to treat them as absolute. In the late-

19th and early-20th century, the Orthodox movement itself underwent some changes. 

Newer Orthodox Jews tried to integrate the teachings of the Torah into modern life, 

making some concessions and adaptations to better mesh with contemporary technologies 

and practices. At the same time, other Orthodox Jews rejected most modern movements, 

and looked warily on any, reinterpretations of Jewish law to make it fit into a modern 

context. These "Ultra-Orthodox" Jews became known as Haredi Jews, although both of 

these terms are considered negative in some circles, the term is also sometimes spelled 

Charedi or Chareidi in English. It is important to note that members of this group do not 

reject the modern world or technologies entirely, but they treat adaptations of Jewish law 

to fit that world as very serious. Most of the differences between Haredi and Orthodox 

perspectives have to do with decisions of oral law as to how the Torah should be applied 

to a modern situation. In many broad senses, the two groups tend to agree, and it is more 

in the specifics that things begin to diverge. Hasidic Judaism is a movement within 

Haredi Judaism that focuses on, the study of the spiritual and joyful elements of the 

Talmud. If those people think the Talmud is joyful and spiritual, then those meanings to 

them have undergone a distortion of biblical proportions. It is ok to kill non Jews and 

deflower 3 year old girls and 9 year old boys, just two examples of dozens of heinous and 

racist statements contained within that book. It has its roots in the anti-Kabbalah 

movements of the 13th century. Hasidim focus on a loving and joyful observance of the 

laws laid out in the Torah, and a boundless love for everything God created. Members 

live in small, separate communities, and are often noted for their distinctive clothing, 

these are the people with the black hat and coats, with white shirts. This movement began 

in the 18th century by Rabbi Israel ben Eliezer, later known as Baal Shem Tov, the 

Master of the Good Name, Baal being the indicative word. Hasidic Judaism sets aside the 

earlier emphasis on studying the Torah from an academic perspective, and instead exalts 

the experience of it, at all moments. Within the movement there are a number of sects, 

including the Satmar, Belz, Ger, Sanz, Puppa, Spinka, and Lubavitch. Belz I suspect is 
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related to Bel, which is Marduk, but what is interesting is Belz is not based in Israel, but 

another country whose name has popped up regularly in the past decade, and no it is not a 

cohen cidence, Ukraine. Spinka and Puppa is Hungary, hello Mr. Soros, Sanz is a mixture 

of Austria, Hungary and Poland, Ger is Mongolian, Satmar is Hungarian and now 

Romania, none originated with the land we now call Israel. The ultra-Orthodox are often 

referred to in Hebrew as Haredim, or “those who tremble” in the presence of God 

(because they are God-fearing). Unlike the Orthodox, the ultra-Orthodox continue to 

reject Zionism—at least in principle—as blasphemous. In practice, the rejection of 

Zionism has led to the emergence of a wide variety of groups, ranging from the Neturei 

Karta (Aramaic: “Guardians of the City”), which does not recognize the legitimacy of the 

State of Israel, to the political parties of the Haredim, which occasionally determine 

which of Israel’s major parties is able to form a government. Neturei Karta originated in 

Palestine. The Ashkenazi Haredi political parties have concentrated primarily on 

obtaining funding for their communities, and on enforcing strict conformity to their 

interpretation of Jewish religious law, concerning issues such as observance of Shabbat, 

conversion, kosher dietary laws, and, in their view, the desecration of the dead by 

archaeologists. Since the Six-Day War, however, most Ashkenazi Haredim have tended 

to support the position of the militant religious Zionists against “land for peace,” despite 

their continued theoretical opposition to Zionism and the state it produced. The third 

major form of Jewish fundamentalism in Israel is, represented by the Sephardi ultra-

Orthodox and their political party, Shas—Shas being a Hebrew acronym for Sephardi 

Torah Guardians. The Sephardim, in the broad sense of Jews of Middle Eastern origin, 

are, by and large, less well-educated and less prosperous than the Ashkenazim, and many 

of them feel that they are discriminated against. The Sephardi originated in Spain. Indeed, 

the Sephardim who vote for Shas tend to be motivated less by, belief in the party’s 

program of strict conformity to Jewish religious law, than by frustration and resentment 

caused by their perceived second-class status in Israeli society. Shas is thus an excellent 

illustration of the fact that fundamentalist movements, often owe their success to political 

and social grievances, rather than to strictly religious ones. In addition to its religious and 

cultural platform, Shas provides schools and other social services for poor Sephardim; in 

this respect it is similar to some Islamic fundamentalist movements. All of this is another 

example of the divides within every culture, religion or color, not one single country, 

color or creed are at peace with each other. Peoples all too content to play the systems 

divide and conquer game for them, whilst they plot, plunder, rape and pillage us all. 

Everywhere you look now there is a divide and conquer game playing, politics, color, 

gender, extended genders, religion, classes, caste systems, monetary based levels, Laws 

not religion, when will the people including the Jewish see through this mass illusion? 

The greatest question of all is, why are all the people on this planet divided by 

interpretation of old books, no one knows who actually wrote them, no one can prove 

their validity or have actual proof the contents are real to begin with? The greatest leap 

forward this planet and it's varying human populace can make is, scrapping every single 
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religious book and church and start again, the people are the religion, the church and the 

spark of source creation, we need a new beginning. 

 

Some further proof of a claim in our FRWL series that the Jewish traders ran the silk 

road. In 1270 a scholarly Jewish merchant called Jacob d'Ancona set out on a voyage 

from Italy. A year later, he arrived in China at the coastal metropolis of Zaitun, the "City 

of Light" (now known as Quanzhou), four years before Marco Polo arrived at Xanadu in 

1275. Nothing was known of this journey until 1990, when David Selbourne was shown 

d'Ancona's account of his travels, a remarkable manuscript that had been hidden from 

public view for more than seven centuries. Eventually translated and edited by Selbourne 

and published in Great Britain in October 1997 as The City of Light, the account was 

praised as providing an unparalleled insight into life in the medieval world. Vivid and 

insightful, this account has great historical significance. It not only describes the 

adventures of a medieval trader, but also comments on Chinese society and manners 

through the eyes of a European man of learning. The City of Light brings spectacularly to 

life d'Ancona's encounter with one of the world's great civilizations.  

 

I have spoken several times in various shows about the series The 100 echoing our past, 

with a startling and concerning hidden possible future event, contained within the series. 

Some people will say it is just a tv show and we shouldn't read too much into it, yet there 

is startling connections to our past, present and future within that series. When you add in 

another of our THI memes, fiction is fact and fact is fiction you begin to hear and see 

things in a different way, just hopefully not the City of Light way. Yes, we had to 

evacuate this planet a few times, once in the Ark, which was not a ship on an ocean, but a 

ship in the sky. Noah and his brethren were all sky beings and not from here, why would 

he build a boat? There are two events, one past, one not happened yet and also possibility 

of the past one repeating here and now. The question remains are we being primed for 

another sleeping pod episode or a City of Light venue? With an Orwellian technological 

blueprint laid out before us, is it far fetched another City of smart lights will evolve? Is 

this the great reset they speak of? The sleeping pods are covered in several sci-fi 

episodes, today we would call it cryogenics, cryogenics is not a new technology or future 

one either, it is the past, way in the past. Remember the beings in the Aztec 1947 crash 

were in suspended animation, better known as cryogenics. In the series Thelonius Jaha 

said, There is a place for all of us, when I first landed on the earth, I met a woman who 

spoke of a place beyond the Dead Zone, a place where everyone is accepted, a City of 

Light. The City of Light was a shared simulation of the world, created by A.L.I.E. to 

harbor humanity with the aim of saving it. Was that another example of a false savior 

program? where the AI was stated as saving us and ultimately changed course? The same 

applied with the Draco in the past, they came as saviors as well, those savior programs 

here, have all turned out real bad for the native populace, which is why the control system 

and their minions keep pushing them. You sit back and wait whilst we save you, in real 
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terms means you do nothing whilst we rape your planet and destroy you. Alie is spelt 

with one L, and so comes across as a lie, which it was, AI is corruptible when you have 

the technology to alter it, and why I personally don't agree with it. On an up and coming 

planet like this one, it can be beneficial to run certain things whilst the natives develop 

themselves. But, with so many other species, who have available to them more advanced 

tech than we have, it becomes a dangerous technology for the native populace, 

particularly where there is no oversight. The Galactic or Universal councils it seems are 

unable to monitor all AI for potential interference. Jaha said: "We all have pain, some of 

it is physical from injuries or age, some is mental from living with the loss of our loved 

ones. If you think about it, whether we fight that pain or succumb to it the result is the 

same. It diminishes our lives, robs us of our passions and past times and damages 

relationships between friends and lovers. What if I told you there's a simple way to 

eliminate it?" Jaha was the prophet and also the seducement figure, and no different to 

the prophets within the bible, it was not prophecy, it was the plan, and don't forget to trust 

the plan, even though you don't know the plan, sound familiar? A.L.I.E. intended it to 

offer a better existence for mankind, one that is free of pain, hate, disease, and suffering. 

Whilst no one wants to go through those emotions for too long, they are all part of the 

experience of 3D living, on how you react to those determines further soul development. 

We at THI and with the TPC are trying to develop people to act in a better way across all 

walks of society, as we have lost our way, and far too much suffering on this planet is 

because, we don't look after each other enough. The City of Light is reached through the 

subconscious through A.L.I.E. or meditation after ingesting a chip. If you replace one 

letter from the line meditation after ingesting a chip to, medication after ingesting a chip, 

you will understand the concerns of myself of where we are headed with this technology. 

The chip was a quarter sized piece in the show, but also had a symbol we have warned 

about in our shows, the mobius loop on it. At the end of Season Three, it's shown that 

A.L.I.E created the City of Light as a way to save humanity from the upcoming Second 

Nuclear Apocalypse, detected by her drones months before the Sky People found out 

about it. That part in the series had me pondering very deeply, given so much of that 

show mirrors facts of the past, was this a prediction of the future? The AI to save us from 

the 2nd Nuclear Apocalypse, yes we had one here in the past, the evidence for that is all 

across the Middle East to India, funny that is the same zone the modern day Is ra elis 

want as a caliphate is it not? The war in the series that ultimately destroyed the planet 

again, and required another trip to the Ark, was between America and China. Now the 

series covers everything from the past, but that event has not taken place here, and so 

does that becomes a future prediction? of America and China firing mutually destructive 

weapons at each other, which is the most banal idea ever. But, here is the kicker, you 

know who started that war? the AI. The AI was a female with an inserted microchip 

system that interacted with everyone else who had taken the chip, to produce a hive mind 

program, all decided by the computer, or the AI. The chip maker was a device used to 
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create the chips known as "Keys to the City of Light". Creating more chips 

allowed A.L.I.E. to increase her following. 

 

Prior to the War Against A.L.I.E., the City of Light was thought to be a real place, a 

mythical "promised land", which many Grounder outcasts have attempted to reach by 

crossing the desert known as the Dead Zone. Its true nature was unknown to any but a 

select few who were chosen to join it. The seducement program again appealing to those 

with unbalanced ego, of being special or the chosen ones, with the added measure thrown 

in of the proverbial promised land. At the end of Season Three, the City of Light, along 

with A.L.I.E., has been destroyed by Clarke Griffin. In Many Happy Returns, the City of 

Light is first mentioned when Sienna tells Thelonious Jaha, that he is in the Dead 

Zone on the way to the City of Light. She and her family are searching for the City of 

Light, after they left their home so her deformed son, Zoran, could live. They trade Jaha 

to other Grounders for a horse to help them travel to the City of Light. In Long Into an 

Abyss, Jaha suggests taking the Sky People across the Dead Zone and to the City of 

Light, after the Grounder Commander tells them they need to leave their territory or die. 

In Survival of the Fittest, Murphy takes Jaha to the dropship to visit his son's grave. The 

next morning, eleven other Sky People have arrived and Jaha invites Murphy to join them 

in their journey to the City of Light, a place where everyone is accepted. 

In Rubicon, Abigail Griffin receives Jaha's note that he has taken twelve people in search 

of the City of Light and will come back for the rest of the Sky People once they find it. 

Do you think the numbers just mentioned was a coincidence? there was eleven and 

Murphy joined them for 12 + 1, the one being Jaha. We have covered in several shows 

about the 12 plus 1. Even in the series Roswell, they reference several times the plus one 

on the zodiac level, Ophiucus, the realm of the serpent. Remember in the bible the tribes 

were 12 + 1, when "god" and "moses" sent the fiery serpents after the lemmings were 

traipsing through a dead zone, known as the desert, perhaps they were searching for their 

own City of Light? The god and Moses in the bible were off world beings, when you 

grasp that fact, that book starts to make much more sense. 

 

Meanwhile, in the Dead Zone, Jaha and Murphy and their group encounter a girl 

named Emori who was also allegedly headed to the City of Light. Emori is the name of, 

one of several ancient Semitic peoples primarily inhabiting Canaan, where they preceded 

the Israelites, and Babylonia. Another leading name in that series was Kane. She and her 

brother attack the group and steal their supplies, Emori tells Murphy that the City of 

Light is "due north" before she knocks him out, seven of the Sky People head back but 

Jaha, Murphy, and four others continue on. In Bodyguard of Lies, Jaha and Murphy and 

the remaining two people from their group arrive at the end of the Dead Zone, only to 

discover a massive solar panel field reflecting back what they thought was the City of 

Light. They continue on their journey across a sea, following after a drone. So, solar 

panels and drones had been developed, something we have reached in the past 3 decades, 
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seeing the correlation now? In Blood Must Have Blood (Part 2), Jaha and Murphy finally 

reach an island across the sea. Murphy stays behind at a lighthouse while Jaha chases 

after another drone and arrives at a mansion. Within the mansion, he meets A.L.I.E., who 

tells him he has work to do on the nuclear warhead he came down to Earth in.  

 

The Key to the City of Light, also known as the Chip or the Pill is a silicon-based device 

that bears an infinity sign (or what Grounders referred to as the sacred symbol). I believe 

the Grounders are actually the Greys, who run/ran much of the AI system here and 

elsewhere, certain greys are not biological, or fully biological anyway. The reapers are 

the Reptillians and Trikru are eerily similar to the Kali Ma tribal peoples, the Mountain 

men I believe represent the Abraxans. The Mountain Men are responsible for creating the 

Acid Fog that has killed numerous Outsiders, as well as the creation of the Reapers who 

helped them capture their fellow Grounders for the Mountain Men's blood harvesting 

program, all very Jupiter Ascending that. Once a person ingests it, the filaments 

reconstitute in the brain stem and interrupt pain receptors, inhibiting certain neural 

pathways from firing. It is a device that allows them to communicate with A.L.I.E. and to 

experience the City of Light. However, while the device eliminates the ability to feel 

physical pain, it would appear that it also eliminates all memories linked to painful ones, 

including the positive ones, when dealing with psychological damage. Oh dear now the 

pondering from the listeners has just shot up. 

 

After becoming connected to the City of Light, Thelonious Jaha had to be reminded 

of Wells Jaha by A.L.I.E., suggesting that his use of the Key, has erased the memory of 

his son's existence to spare him the pain of his death. This idea is confirmed when Raven 

Reyes realizes while being questioned by Jasper Jordan, that she has lost even the good 

memories of Finn following his death. Jasper talked about Maya after taking the chip, but 

he showed no sign that he had any conscious memory of her beyond what A.L.I.E. might 

have told him. In "Nevermore", Jacapo Sinclair was able to fry the chip inside of Raven 

using an EMP. However, Raven was left unconscious until Clarke cut into the back of 

Raven's neck and released the remnants of the chip. However, the need for an EMP 

makes it impractical to use this method on a regular basis, the device only having enough 

power to perform one more chip extraction after being used on Raven. After Ontari is 

rendered brain dead on A.L.I.E.'s orders, Clarke uses the device to remove the chip 

from her mother. Those who had the chip removed via EMP still had some of A.L.I.E.'s 

code in their brain. This allowed Abby and Raven the ability to see hallucinations, as well 

as increasing Raven's intelligence significantly. In The Other Side, Raven compared 

removing the chip with an EMP to shutting down a computer, by pulling the plug which 

resulted in the residual code being left in their minds. Indeed. With the help of a 

hallucination of Jacapo Sinclair, Raven comes up with a plan to purge the remaining 

code, by "rebooting" her mind, through stopping her heart and all brain activity. 

By freezing herself to death, thus preserving her brain and being revived after 15 minutes, 
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the residual code is purged and Raven loses all of the negative effects that come with it. 

In The Blood of Sanctum, Raven is confirmed to still retain the hacking skills she gained 

from being connected to the AI, even with all of A.L.I.E.'s code purged from her mind. In 

"Nevermind", Clarke discovers that the chip is still inside of her head and has given 

Clarke a neural mesh that protected Clarke from the drug the Lightbournes attempted to 

use to erase her mind. Interesting they should use the operators of the Alie program to be 

called the Lightbournes, born of the light, which is an Illuminati term, he also lived in the 

mansion, just like many of the psychopaths today. A manifestation of A.L.I.E. warns 

Clarke that if the same EMP technique she used to save Raven is used on Clarke to 

remove the chip, her mind will no longer be protected and can be erased. A.L.I.E. helps 

Clarke to protect the memory in the form of one of the chips, but she later gives it 

to Josephine Lightbourne. In "The Blood of Sanctum", Russell Lightbourne confirms that 

the EMP used on Abby to remove the chip also destroyed her neural mesh, allowing 

Russell to mind wipe Abby and make her the new host of his wife. When the Flame is 

destroyed by Raven, she realizes that it has to be removed like the chip after an EMP, to 

avoid detrimental effects on Madi's health, as Madi nearly dies after the Flame is 

terminated. Madi was the daughter of the blonde Commander who had the flame or chip 

in her head, she was called Wanheda, which means the Commander of death. 

 

This was written by one of the members and is very apt. To your query on how groups 

unite and spark each others growth, by doing the one thing most people are too afraid to 

do, we own our weaknesses. We admit our fallibility to others and own them, in my 

experience what that does is open other people up to do the same. That is what I 

understand leading by example to be, when we show others, that by admitting our faults, 

it begins the conversation on integrity. Then we listen with an open heart and mind, in my 

experience what follows next is quite amazing. For me it was admitting I felt jealousy, 

not something I usually experience. While I was admitting that to her, I realized that I had 

done that very thing to those in the group, who'd been there a while when I first arrived. I 

apologized to the whole group. 

 

The Greatest Freedom anyone can have, is not to be concerned to what others think!” If 

you’re reacting to certain things that people say or do to you, then you haven’t dealt with 

it. That’s the internal aspect, you’ll blame the external aspect of this person said this to 

me and who do they think they are? But deep down the issue lies in you. Because if 

you’re comfortable in your own skin, and comfortable in knowing themselves (That’s 

The Key) people can call you whatever they like. You know different, the person that 

knows themselves knows the truth, and what other people say or think becomes 

irrelevant.  

 

The old failing in humanity runs real deep of falling for the magic seducement of pieces 

of paper and the savior programs. When the real gain is in soul development that doesn't 
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require any money to do so, and the idea of a savior is abhorrent to a soul developed 

being. Remember at the end of your life, all the pieces of paper you collected count for 

nothing, you cannot take it with you, but you know what you do take with you into the 

next lifetime? soul development. 

 

 


